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to attribute the rapid optical/IR brightness increase of this source to
a sharp transition from relatively slow to exceedingly rapid accretion13,15,16. The contemporaneous X-ray burst therefore is also best
explained as ultimately due to accretion. The inferred post-outburst
X-ray temperature was far too high for the X-rays to be generated by
shocks resulting from accretion onto a low-mass, pre-MS star,
however12. Instead, the burst of X-rays was most probably generated
via star–disk magnetic reconnection events that occurred in conjunction with such mass infall. This process may also launch new,
collimated outflows or jets. Indeed, before its recent eruption, the
pre-MS star in L1630 had been identified as the exciting source of a
chain of extended emission nebulosity that appears to terminate at a
shock-excited Herbig–Haro object (HH 23)26. The presence of these
structures suggests that the present optical/IR/X-ray outburst from
this object may be merely the latest of a series of such events.
If FU Ori stars are indeed among the most rapidly accreting
pre-MS stars16, and X-rays from pre-MS stars can be ascribed in part
to accretion, then one would naively expect all FU Ori stars to be
luminous pre-MS X-ray sources. It is noteworthy, then, that before
the observations reported here only two FU Ori candidates, Z CMa
and L1551 IRS5, had been detected in X-rays; furthermore,
both exhibit very low L X/L bol ratios27,28 of ,1026, compared with
L X/L bol < 1023 for the erupting young star in L1630 (as estimated
near the peak of its outburst). This suggests that the very large
accretion rates during the steady-state phase following an FU Ori
outburst eventually push the star–disk boundary sufficiently close
to the stellar photosphere that the accretion becomes non-magnetospheric29, thereby effectively ‘quenching’ X-ray emission from such
objects long before the rapid accretion phase itself subsides. The
precipitous drop in the X-ray flux and spectral hardness of the
erupting L1630 pre-MS star, post-outburst, may signal the onset of
this quenching phase, or it may indicate that the abrupt change in
the nature of the star–disk interactions has triggered a phase of
strong variability in both X-ray luminosity and temperature.
A
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Spin is a fundamental property of all elementary particles.
Classically it can be viewed as a tiny magnetic moment, but a
measurement of an electron spin along the direction of an
external magnetic field can have only two outcomes1: parallel
or anti-parallel to the field. This discreteness reflects the quantum mechanical nature of spin. Ensembles of many spins have
found diverse applications ranging from magnetic resonance
imaging2 to magneto-electronic devices3, while individual spins
are considered as carriers for quantum information. Read-out of
single spin states has been achieved using optical techniques4,
and is within reach of magnetic resonance force microscopy5.
However, electrical read-out of single spins6–13 has so far
remained elusive. Here we demonstrate electrical single-shot
measurement of the state of an individual electron spin in a
semiconductor quantum dot14. We use spin-to-charge conversion
of a single electron confined in the dot, and detect the singleelectron charge using a quantum point contact; the spin measurement visibility is ,65%. Furthermore, we observe very long
single-spin energy relaxation times (up to ,0.85 ms at a magnetic
field of 8 T), which are encouraging for the use of electron spins
as carriers of quantum information.
In quantum dot devices, single electron charges are easily
measured. Spin states in quantum dots, however, have only been
studied by measuring the average signal from a large ensemble of
electron spins15–20. In contrast, the experiment presented here aims
at a single-shot measurement of the spin orientation (parallel or
antiparallel to the field, denoted as spin-" and spin-#, respectively) of
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a particular electron; only one copy of the electron is available, so no
averaging is possible. The spin measurement relies on spin-tocharge conversion18,19 followed by charge measurement in a
single-shot mode21,22. Figure 1a schematically shows a single electron spin confined in a quantum dot (circle). A magnetic field is
applied to split the spin-" and spin-# states by the Zeeman energy.
The dot potential is then tuned such that if the electron has spin-# it
will leave, whereas it will stay on the dot if it has spin-". The spin
state has now been correlated with the charge state, and measurement of the charge on the dot will reveal the original spin state.
This concept is implemented using a structure23 (Fig. 1b) consisting of a quantum dot in close proximity to a quantum point
contact (QPC). The quantum dot is used as a box to trap a single
electron, and the QPC is operated as a charge detector in order to
determine whether the dot contains an electron or not. The
quantum dot is formed in the two-dimensional electron gas
(2DEG) of a GaAs/AlGaAs heterostructure by applying negative
voltages to the metal surface gates M, R and T (Fig. 1b). This
depletes the 2DEG below the gates and creates a potential minimum
in the centre, that is, the dot (indicated by a dotted white circle). We
tune the gate voltages such that the dot contains either zero or one
electron (which we can control by the voltage applied to gate P).
Furthermore, we make the tunnel barrier between gates R and T
sufficiently opaque that the dot is completely isolated from the drain
contact on the right. The barrier to the reservoir on the left is set24 to
a tunnel rate G < (0.05 ms)21. When an electron tunnels on or off
the dot, it changes the electrostatic potential in its vicinity, including
the region of the nearby QPC (defined by R and Q). The QPC is set

Figure 1 Spin-to-charge conversion in a quantum dot coupled to a quantum point
contact. a, Principle of spin-to-charge conversion. The charge on the quantum dot, Q dot,
remains constant if the electron spin is " , whereas a spin- # electron can escape,
thereby changing Q dot. b, Scanning electron micrograph of a device like the one used in
the measurements, showing the metallic gates (T, M, P, R, Q) on the surface of a GaAs/
AlGaAs heterostructure containing a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) 90 nm below
the surface. The electron density is 2.9 £ 1015 m22. (Only the gates used in the present
experiment are shown, the complete device23 is described in Supplementary Fig. S1.) By
measuring the current through the QPC channel, I QPC, we can detect changes in Q dot that
result from electrons tunnelling between the dot and the reservoir (with a tunnel rate G ). A
magnetic field, B, is applied in the plane of the 2DEG.
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in the tunnelling regime, so that the current, I QPC , is very sensitive
to electrostatic changes25. Recording changes in I QPC thus permits
us to measure on a timescale of about 8 ms whether an electron
resides on the dot or not (L.M.K.V. et al., manuscript in preparation). In this way the QPC is used as a charge detector with a
resolution much better than a single electron charge and a measurement timescale almost ten times shorter than 1/G.
The device is placed inside a dilution refrigerator, and is subjected
to a magnetic field of 10 T (unless noted otherwise) in the plane of
the 2DEG. The measured Zeeman splitting in the dot 19 ,
DEZ < 200 meV, is larger than the thermal energy (25 meV) but
smaller than the orbital energy level spacing (1.1 meV) and the
charging energy (2.5 meV).
To test our single-spin measurement technique, we use an
experimental procedure, inspired by earlier time-averaged measurements18,19, that is based on three stages: (1) empty the dot, (2) inject
one electron with unknown spin, and (3) measure its spin state. The
different stages are controlled by voltage pulses on gate P (Fig. 2a),
which shift the dot’s energy levels (Fig. 2c). Before the pulse the dot
is empty, as both the spin-" and spin-# levels are above the Fermi
energy of the reservoir, E F. Then a voltage pulse pulls both levels
below E F. It is now energetically allowed for an electron to tunnel
onto the dot, which will happen after a typical time ,G 21. The
particular electron can have spin-" or spin-#, shown in the lower and
upper diagram respectively (the tunnel rate for spin-" electrons is

Figure 2 Two-level pulse technique used to inject a single electron and measure its spin
orientation. a, Shape of the voltage pulse applied to gate P. The pulse level is 10 mV
during t wait and 5 mV during t read (which is 0.5 ms for all measurements). b, Schematic
QPC pulse-response if the injected electron has spin-" (solid line) or spin-# (dotted line; the
difference with the solid line is only seen during the read-out stage). Arrows indicate
the moment an electron tunnels into or out of the quantum dot. c, Schematic energy
diagrams for spin-" (E ") and spin-# (E # ) during the different stages of the pulse. Black
vertical lines indicate the tunnel barriers. The tunnel rate between the dot and the QPC
drain on the right is set to zero. The rate between the dot and the reservoir on the left is
tuned to a specific value, G. If the spin is " at the start of the read-out stage, no change in
the charge on the dot occurs during t read. In contrast, if the spin is # , the electron can
escape and be replaced by a spin-" electron. This charge transition is detected in the QPC
current (dotted line inside red circle in b).
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expected to be larger than that for spin-# electrons26, that is,
G " . G # , but we do not assume this a priori.) During this stage of
the pulse, lasting t wait , the electron is trapped on the dot and
Coulomb blockade prevents addition of a second electron. After
t wait the pulse is reduced, in order to position the energy levels in the
read-out configuration. If the electron spin is ", its energy level is
below E F, so the electron remains on the dot. If the spin is #, its
energy level is above E F, so the electron tunnels to the reservoir after
a typical time ,G 21
# . Now Coulomb blockade is lifted and an
electron with spin-" can tunnel onto the dot. This occurs on a
timescale ,G 21
" (with G ¼ G " þ G #). After t read, the pulse ends and
the dot is emptied again.
The expected QPC response, DI QPC , to such a two-level pulse is
the sum of two contributions (Fig. 2b). First, owing to a capacitive

coupling between pulse gate and QPC, DI QPC will change proportionally to the pulse amplitude. Thus, DI QPC versus time resembles a
two-level pulse. Second, DI QPC tracks the charge on the dot, that is,
it goes up whenever an electron tunnels off the dot, and it goes down
by the same amount when an electron tunnels onto the dot.
Therefore, if the dot contains a spin-# electron at the start of the
read-out stage, DI QPC should go up and then down again. We thus
expect a characteristic step in DI QPC during t read for spin-# (dotted
trace inside red circle). In contrast, DI QPC should be flat during t read
for a spin-" electron. Measuring whether a step is present or absent
during the read-out stage constitutes our spin measurement.
Figure 3a shows typical experimental traces of the pulse-response
recorded after proper tuning of the d.c. gate voltages (see Supplementary Fig. S2). We emphasize that each trace involves injecting

Figure 3 Single-shot read-out of one electron spin. a, Typical time-resolved
measurements of the QPC current in response to a two-level pulse. In the top panel, an
electron is injected during t wait and is declared ‘spin-up’ during t read. In the lower panel,
the injected electron is declared ‘spin-down’ by the characteristic step which crosses the
threshold (red line) during t read. The total time the electron spends in the dot is defined as
t hold. b, Randomly chosen examples of traces for which the electron is declared ‘spindown’ (here for the case of t wait ¼ 0.1 ms). Only the read-out segment is shown, and
traces are offset for clarity. The actual time when DI QPC first crosses the threshold (red
line), t detect, is recorded to make the histogram in Fig. 4a. c, Fraction of traces counted as
spin-down versus waiting time, t wait, out of a total of 625 traces taken for each waiting
time. Rightmost point (open dot): spin-down fraction using modified pulse shape (d). Red

solid line: exponential fit to the data. Inset: T 1 versus B (see Supplementary Fig. S4). Error
bars represent the root mean square of the standard errors obtained from exponential fits
to three separate data sets. d, Typical QPC signal for a ‘reversed’ pulse, which has the
same amplitudes as in Fig. 2a, but with the order of the two stages reversed. In this case
injection takes place with E " below and E # above E F (see Fig. 2c, third column), so that
only a spin-" electron can be injected. By recording the fraction of traces in which the
current nevertheless crosses the threshold of duration t read (red line), an independent
measure of the ‘dark count’ probability is obtained (see text). This fraction is plotted as the
open dot in c. It is used in the exponential fit with an associated value of t wait ¼ 10 ms
(that is, much longer than the spin relaxation time). The blue threshold is used in Fig. 4b.
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one particular electron onto the dot and subsequently measuring its
spin state. Each trace is therefore a single-shot measurement. The
traces that we obtain fall into two different classes; most traces
qualitatively resemble the one in the top panel of Fig. 3a, some
resemble the one in the bottom panel (and sometimes, no electron
was injected during the injection stage; such cases were detected, see
Supplementary Fig. S3, and ignored). These two typical traces
indeed correspond to the signals expected for a spin-" and a spin# electron (Fig. 2b), a strong indication that the electron in the top
panel of Fig. 3a was spin-" and in the bottom panel spin-#. The
distinct signature of the two types of responses in DI QPC permits a
simple criterion for identifying the spin: if DI QPC crosses the
threshold value (red line in Fig. 3a and chosen as explained
below), we declare the electron ‘spin-down’; otherwise we declare
it ‘spin-up’. Figure 3b shows the read-out section of 20 more ‘spindown’ traces, to illustrate the stochastic nature of the tunnel events.
The random injection of spin-" and spin-# electrons prevents us
from checking the outcome of any individual measurement. Therefore, in order to further establish the correspondence between the
actual spin state and the outcome of our spin measurement, we
change the probability of having a spin-# at the beginning of the
read-out stage, and compare this with the fraction of traces in which
the electron is declared ‘spin-down’. As t wait is increased, the time
between injection and read-out, t hold, will vary accordingly
(t hold < t wait ). The probability for the spin to be # at the start of
t read will thus decay exponentially to zero, since electrons in the
, DE Z). For a
excited spin state will relax to the ground state (k BT ,
set of 15 values of t wait we take 625 traces for each t wait, and count
the fraction of traces in which the electron is declared ‘spin-down’
(Fig. 3c). The fact that the expected exponential decay is clearly
reflected in the data confirms the validity of the spin read-out
procedure.
We extract a single-spin energy relaxation time, T 1, from fitting
the data points in Fig. 3c (and two other similar measurements)
to a þ Cexp(2t wait/T 1), and obtain an average value of
T 1 < (0.55 ^ 0.07) ms at 10 T. This is an order of magnitude
longer than the lower bound on T 1 established earlier19, and
clearly longer than the time needed for the spin measurement
(of order 1/ G # < 0.11 ms). Similar experiments at 8 T give
T 1 < (0.85 ^ 0.11) ms, and at 14 T we find T 1 < (0.12 ^ 0.03)
ms (Supplementary Fig. S4). More experiments are needed in order
to test the theoretical prediction that relaxation at high magnetic
fields is dominated by spin–orbit interactions27–29, with smaller
contributions resulting from hyperfine interactions with the nuclear
spins27,30 (co-tunnelling is insignificant given the very small tunnel
rates). For both mechanisms, T 1 is expected to decrease rapidly with
magnetic field27–30, in part because the energy from the spin-flip
process must be absorbed by the phonon bath, which has a higher
density of states at higher energies. We note that the obtained values
for T 1 refer to our entire device under active operation: that is, a
single spin in a quantum dot subject to continuous charge detection
by a QPC.
For applications in quantum information processing it is important to know the accuracy, or fidelity, of the single-shot spin readout. The measurement fidelity is characterized by two parameters, a
and b (inset to Fig. 4a), which we now determine for the data taken
at 10 T.
The parameter a corresponds to the probability that the QPC
current exceeds the threshold even though the electron was actually
spin-", for instance due to thermally activated tunnelling or electrical noise (similar to ‘dark counts’ in a photon detector). The
combined probability for such processes is given by the saturation
value of the exponential fit in Fig. 3c, a, which depends on the value
of the threshold current. We analyse the data in Fig. 3c using
different thresholds, and plot a in Fig. 4b.
The parameter b corresponds to the probability that the QPC
current stays below the threshold even though the electron
434

was actually spin-# at the start of the read-out stage. Unlike a, b
cannot be extracted directly from the exponential fit (note that
the fit parameter C ¼ p(1 2 a 2 b) contains two unknowns:
p ¼ G #/(G " þ G #) and b). We therefore estimate b by analysing
the two processes that contribute to it. First, a spin-# electron can
relax to spin-" before the electron tunnels out. This occurs with
probability b 1 ¼ 1/(1 þ T 1G #). From a histogram (Fig. 4a) of
< 0.11 ms,
the actual detection time, t detect (Fig. 3b), we find G 21
#
yielding b 1 < 0.17. Second, if the spin-# electron does tunnel off the
dot but is replaced by a spin-" electron within about 8 ms, the
resulting QPC step is too small to be detected. The probability that a
step is missed, b 2, depends on the value of the threshold. It can be
determined by applying a modified (‘reversed’) pulse (Fig. 3d). For
such a pulse, we know that in each trace an electron is injected in the

Figure 4 Measurement fidelity. a, Histogram showing the distribution of detection times,
t detect, in the read-out stage (see Fig. 3b for definition of t detect). The exponential decay is
due to spin- # electrons tunnelling out of the dot (rate ¼ G# ) and due to spin flips
during the read-out stage (rate ¼ 1/T1). Red line: exponential fit with a decay time
(G # þ 1/T1)21 of 0.09 ms. Given that T1 ¼ 0.55 ms, this yields G 21
< 0.11 ms. Inset:
#
fidelity parameters. A spin-# electron is declared ‘down’ (d) or ‘up’ (u) with probability
1 2 b or b, respectively. A spin-" electron is declared ‘up’ or ‘down’ with probability
1 2 a or a, respectively. b, Closed black dots represent a, obtained from the saturation
value of exponential fits as in Fig. 3c for different values of the read-out threshold. A
current of 0.54 nA (0.91 nA) corresponds to the average value of DI QPC when the dot is
occupied (empty) during t read. Open black dots: measured fraction of ‘reverse-pulse’
traces in which DI QPC crosses the injection threshold (blue line in Fig. 3d). This fraction
approximates 1 2 b 2, where b 2 is the probability of identifying a spin-# electron as
‘spin-up’ owing to the finite bandwidth of the measurement set-up. Closed red dots: total
fidelity for the spin-# state, 1 2 b, calculated using b 1 ¼ 0.17. The vertical red line
indicates the threshold for which the visibility 1 2 a 2 b (separation between red and
black closed dots) is maximal. This threshold value of 0.73 nA is used in the analysis of
Fig. 3.
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dot, so there should always be a step at the start of the pulse. The
fraction of traces in which this step is nevertheless missed, that is,
DI QPC stays below the threshold (blue line in Fig. 3d), gives b 2. We
plot 1 2 b 2 in Fig. 4b (open dots). The resulting total fidelity for
spin-# is given by 1 2 b < ð1 2 b1 Þð1 2 b2 Þ þ ðab1 Þ: The last term
accounts for the case when a spin-# electron is flipped to spin-", but
there is nevertheless a step in DI QPC due to the dark-count
mechanism. In Fig. 4b we also plot the extracted value of 1 2 b as
a function of the threshold.
We now choose the optimal value of the threshold as the one for
which the visibility 1 2 a 2 b is maximal (red line in Fig. 4b). For
this setting, a < 0.07, b 1 < 0.17 and b 2 < 0.15, so the measurement fidelity for the spin-" and the spin-# state is ,0.93 and ,0.72,
respectively. The measurement visibility in a single-shot measurement is thus at present 65%.
Significant improvements in the spin measurement visibility can
be made by lowering the electron temperature (smaller a), and
especially by making the charge measurement faster (smaller b).
Already, the demonstration of single-shot spin read-out and the
observation of T 1 of the order of 1 ms are encouraging results for the
use of electron spins as quantum bits. Present experiments focus on
measuring the phase coherence time, T 2 (by definition #2T 1), by
performing pulsed electron spin resonance experiments.
A
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The ability to manipulate and monitor a single-electron spin
using electron spin resonance is a long-sought goal. Such control
would be invaluable for nanoscopic spin electronics, quantum
information processing using individual electron spin qubits and
magnetic resonance imaging of single molecules. There have
been several examples1,2 of magnetic resonance detection of a
single-electron spin in solids. Spin resonance of a nitrogenvacancy defect centre in diamond has been detected optically3,
and spin precession of a localized electron spin on a surface was
detected4,5 using scanning tunnelling microscopy. Spins in semiconductors are particularly attractive for study because of their
very long decoherence times6. Here we demonstrate electrical
sensing of the magnetic resonance spin-flips of a single electron
paramagnetic spin centre, formed by a defect in the gate oxide of
a standard silicon transistor. The spin orientation is converted to
electric charge, which we measure as a change in the source/drain
channel current. Our set-up may facilitate the direct study of the
physics of spin decoherence, and has the practical advantage of
being composed of test transistors in a conventional, commercial,
silicon integrated circuit. It is well known from the rich literature
of magnetic resonance studies that there sometimes exist structural paramagnetic defects7 near the Si/SiO2 interface. For a small
transistor, there might be only one isolated trap state that is
within a tunnelling distance of the channel, and that has a
charging energy close to the Fermi level.
When a defect is present, the source/drain channel current can
experience random telegraph signal (RTS), jumping between two
discrete current values. These arise from two possible trapped
electric charge states of the defect. The two charge states can
correspond to the two spin orientations of a trapped electron.
Field effect transistor (FET) current senses electrostatic charge (by
definition), and can thus sense single-electron spin resonance.
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